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HIDDEN
VICTIMS
OF WAR
More troops mentally ill 

accounted for 65 per cent of the 1,082 
cases with identifiable problems. And 
20% had depression or other mood 
disorder. Almost 8 per cent were due to 
substance abuse, mostly alcohol-related.

Army and RAF personnel were far 
more susceptible to mental problems, 
with 1,263 patients, than those in the 
Royal Navy or Royal Marines, with 209. 

Women had more disorders – 12.2 per 
thousand, compared with 5.5 per thou-
sand for men. A military source said that 
reflected the pattern among civilians.

The Armed Forces Mental Health 
Report says that the stigma of mental 
problems is “deeply embedded in both 
military and civilian populations and it 
will take time to produce attitudinal 
cultural change”.

The Army is running a campaign to 
help stressed soldiers, called Don’t Bottle 
It Up. Lt Col Tony Rock, in charge of the 
project, said: “Soldiers still consider a 
mental health problem a sign of 
 weakness, which it isn’t.”

A SHOCK rise in the number of 
soldiers and other military 
personnel with mental problems 
was revealed yesterday. 

The total sent to mental health clinics 
was nearly 10 per cent up in the first 
three months of the year compared with 
the previous quarter, to 1,472.

The figures expose the huge hidden 
damage our troops suffer, especially on 
the front line in Afghanistan.

The figures came out days after David 
Cameron’s government announced huge 
cuts to our already stretched forces.

Neurotic disorder, including post-
traumatic stress disorder – often 
 associated with being in the front line 
– is the most common assessment. It 

A SOLDIER mentally scarred by Afghanistan was 
jailed yesterday for shooting dead his landlady.

But relatives of victim Judith Garnett, 52, say 
they are “flattened” by TA soldier Aaron 
 Wilkinson’s indeterminate sentence, 
which may see him out in five years.

At Bradford crown court, Wilkinson, 
24, of, Leeds, admitted manslaughter on 
grounds of diminished responsibility. 

Judith’s brother, Chris Higgins, later 
said the family would appeal.DUTY J  Killer Wilkinson

KILL SOLDIER ‘SCARRED’

This will be the day that you die
By NIGEL ATKINS

A PILOT locks his gunsights on to a lone figure then 
sings to himself “Bye Bye Miss American Pie” as he 
unleashes a Hellfire missile to obliterate them.

This leaked on-board helicopter footage from 
Afghanistan showing an Apache crew casually 

blowing a man up has sparked outrage.
The clip of the pilot singing the line from the  

Don McLean song appeared on the LiveLeak.com 
website which claims the victim is an “innocent 
farmer planting poppy seeds” in Wardack province.

One viewer wrote on the site’s messageboard: 
“It’s disgusting and bordering on sanctioned 
 psychopathy to enjoy killing so much.” LETHAL J  US Apache 

attack helicopter

CASUAL HORROR J  The pilot’s gunsights lock on to a figure in the middle of a road who is then engulfed in a fireball which kills him
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